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Sterilization of Degenerates
By Robert B. Patton, D.D.

A bill has been introduced in the Ohio legislature
providing for the sterilization of the insane, feeble-
minded, epileptic and confirmed criminals. This is un-
doubtedly a step in the right direction. This is a
matter of supreme moment. Both our civilization and
progress are involved in its solution.

Dr. C. B. Davenport, of the Carnegie Institution

of Washington, asserts that if there is no change in
mating and fecundity, the number of our defectives
will be double what it is now in 1940, and four times
greater in 1970! A very large proportion of the finan-
cial burdens imposed upon government in caring for
these dependents is directly due to the lack of just
such legislation as this bill proposes. To longer neglect
this important matter is monumental dereliction.

No stock-raiser or poultryman would for one mo-
ment think of following in his business the methods
now in vogue in the management of human affairs.
Certainly we ought not to be less sane than the stock-
man. Undoubtedly many difficulties stand in the way

of the enforcement of the proposed legislation. These

may be grouped as physiological and sociological, ad-

ministrative and legal, diagnostic and experimental.
That ways will be found to obviate these difficulties
cannot be doubted. Such laws are now in operation in
eight states of the Union.

Commendable as is the proposed legislation, it is

clearly open to just criticism. It does not provide
against the propagation of moral degenerates—a very
important omission, certainly. But even were this de-

sirable provision included in the measure, it does not

reach the tap-root of our troubles. At best it would

only eliminate the offspring of the prohibited classes.

It leaves untouched the great question of the ante-

cedent causes of deficiency and degeneracy, physical
and moral. Whence come these physical and moral

deficients?
If every such person were sterilized or even ex-

terminated, would society thenceforward be free from
these defects? The most exact and painstaking scien-
tific investigations have amply demonstrated that it

would not. The feeble-minded, epileptic, insane per-

sons or habitual criminal person is an effect as well

a cause. This important consideration the Cowan bill
seems to have overlooked.

Recent investigations have cumulatively shown
that perfectly normal, untainted parents addicted to

the use of narcotic drugs will produce a degenerate and
abnormal offspring.

According to Dr. T. Alexander MacNichol, for-
merlv surgeon of the New York Red Cross Hospital,
only 7 per cent of the children of drinking parents are
normal, while of those of total abstaining parents 90
per cent are normal.

Dr. W. C. Sullivan, medical officer in his majesty’s
prison service, studied the history of 600 children born
in 120 drinking families. Fifty-five per cent of these

children died under two years of age.
Many of the survivors were epileptic, tubercular

and generally weak. Dr. Legrain, senior physician to
the Asylum Ville Everard, Paris, followed up the
descendants of 219 drunkards. Epilepsy and insanity
were extremely common among them. Dr. Charles R.
Stockard, Ph. D., of the Cornell University Medical
College Anatomical Laboratory, New York, has dem-
onstrated by exhaustive research that alcohol exerts a
pronounced degenerative action on embryonic life,
causing deformities of the eyes, ears and central
nervous system in a very large majority of instances.
His researches also show that the monstrosities of
nature might be duplicated by subjecting the embryo
to the action of alcohol.

Further, alcohol produces criminals. The United
States supreme court asserts, “The statistics of every
state show a greater amount of crime and misery at-
tributable to ardent spirits than to any other cause.”
All experience shows criminal instincts to be trans-
missible from parent to child. It is clear, then, that
sterilization of the feeble-minded, epileptic, insane and
confirmed criminal would only dam one tributary to
the swelling stream of degenerates, and that certainly
not the largest one. No solution of the problem of de-
generacy, physical, mental or moral, will be valid, nor
anv conclusion final which omits from consideration
the degenerate action of parental alcoholism on
children.

A drunk man is not allowed even civil liberty, why should
he talk of personal liberty.

To advertise the liquor traffic you never see an exhibit
marked “before and after taking.”

The Coffers of Greed
Lift up the lid, and behold what is contained
In the black sin-stained coffers of Greed! '

Ah! the dead! the high and lowly together.
The martyrs of the ages. All dead
Hopes and joys new mangled and most horrible.
The drunkard and his child in myriads
Lie in the putrid mass, with women’s hopeless hearts.
Thou greedy Greed, thy insatiable—
Thy unholy self on such as these to feed.
Full to overflowing, yet unsatisfied
Claiming the young, weak, and unwary
Who marched in the ranks to the battle of life,
Or commanded with skill and courage,
Till ambushed, with cunning you trapped and slew
Both the strong and the weak together,
And filled your coffers, O most horrible Greed,
With the warm red blood of the nations.
The high honor of statesmen, dead by thy hand,
Their courage, their ambition, and truth,
Nationas upon nations, and crowns upon crowns,
All lie hid in the coffers of death

Black stained by the sins of all ages now past,
Since thou, Greed, were born, a thing accursed,
To plunder and rob the world of worth.
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